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Introduction to Environmental Engineering
An accessible, focused exploration of the field of political ecology The third edition of Political Ecology spans this sprawling
field, using grounded examples and careful readings of current literature. While the study of political ecology is sometimes
difficult to fathom, owing to its breadth and diversity, this resource simplifies the discussion by reducing the field down into
a few core questions and arguments. These points clearly demonstrate how critical theory can make pragmatic
contributions to the fields of conservation, development, and environmental management. The latest edition of this seminal
work is also more closely focused, with references to recent work from around the world. Further, Political Ecology raises
critical questions about “traditional” approaches to environmental questions and problems. This new edition: Includes
international work in the field coming out of Europe, Latin America, and Asia Explains political ecology and its tendency to
disrupt the environmental research and practice by both advancing and undermining associated fields of study Contains
contributions from a wide range of diverse backgrounds and expertise Offers a resource that is written in highly-accessible,
straightforward language Outlines the frontiers of the field and frames climate change and the end of population growth
with the framework of political ecology An excellent resource for undergraduates and academics, the third edition of
Political Ecology offers an updated edition of the guide to this diverse, quickly growing field that is at the heart of how
humans shape the world and, in turn, are shaped by it.
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Principles of Environmental Engineering & Science
This text presents a balanced treatment of environmental engineering by combining engineering concepts with the
importance of environmental ethics. This third edition highlights sustainable development and emphasizes the need for
engineers to become even more environmentally responsible during this time of increasing awareness of environmental
concerns. The authors challenge students with problems that require not only a technical solution but a thorough
consideration of its ethical ramifications. The text also provides comprehensive exposure to all types of environmental
problems, including ecosystem dynamics, wastewater treatment, and air pollution control. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Introduction to Environmental Engineering - SI Version
Engineering Challenges for Sustainable Future contains the papers presented at the 3rd International Conference on Civil,
Offshore & Environmental Engineering (ICCOEE2016, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 15-17 August 2016), under the banner of
World Engineering, Science & Technology Congress (ESTCON2016). The ICCOEE series of conferences started in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia 2012, and the second event of the series took place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 2014. This conference
series deals with the civil, offshore & environmental engineering field, addressing the following topics: • Environmental and
Water Resources Engineering • Coastal and Offshore Engineering • Structures and Materials • Construction and Project
Management • Highway, Geotechnical and Transportation Engineering and Geo-informatics This book is an essential
reading for academic, engineers and all professionals involved in the area of civil, offshore and environmental engineering.

The Science of Environmental Pollution
Written to provide students who have limited backgrounds in the physical sciences and math with an accessible textbook
on nuclear science, this edition continues to provide a clear and complete introduction to nuclear chemistry and physics,
from basic concepts to nuclear power and medical applications. Incorporating suggestions from adopting profes

Resolving Environmental Conflicts
This book covers the fundamentals of environmental engineering and applications in water quality, air quality, and
hazardous waste management. It begins by describing the fundamental principles that serve as the foundation of the entire
field of environmental engineering. Readers are then systematically reintroduced to these fundamentals in a manner that is
tailored to the needs of environmental engineers, and that is not too closely tied to any specific application.
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Loose-leaf Version for Environmental Science for a Changing World (Canadian Edition)
Modern water conveyance and storage techniques are the product of thousands of years of human innovation; today we
rely on that same innovation to devise solutions to problems surrounding the rational use and conservation of water
resources, with the same overarching goal: to supply humankind with adequate, clean, freshwater. Water Resources
Engineering presents an in-depth introduction to hydrological and hydraulic processes, with rigorous coverage of both core
principles and practical applications. The discussion focuses on the engineering aspects of water supply and water excess
management, relating water use and the hydrological cycle to fundamental concepts of fluid mechanics, energy, and other
physical concepts, while emphasizing the use of up-to-date analytical tools and methods. Now in its Third Edition, this
straightforward text includes new links to additional resources that help students develop a deeper, more intuitive grasp of
the material, while the depth and breadth of coverage retains a level of rigor suitable for use as a reference among
practicing engineers.

Politics and the Environment
This established textbook continues to provide a comprehensive and stimulating introduction to marine ecological concepts
and processes. Based on a wealth of international teaching expertise, An Introduction to Marine Ecology is written to be the
basis for an entire undergraduate course in marine biology or ecology. It covers the trophic, environmental and competitive
interactions of marine organisms, and the effects of these on the productivity, dynamics and structure of marine systems.
The strength of the book lies in its discussion of core topics which remains at the heart of the majority of courses in the
subject, despite an increasing emphasis on more applied aspects. The authors maintain the tradition of clarity and
conciseness set by previous editions, and the text is extensively illustrated with colour plates, photographs and diagrams.
Examples are drawn from all over the world. In this edition, the scientific content of the text has been fully revised and
updated. An emphasis has been placed on human impacts, and completely new chapters have been added on fisheries,
marine ecosystems, and human interference and conservation. Completely revised and updated with a twofold increase in
the number of illustrations. Adopts a more applied approach in keeping with current teaching. New chapters on fisheries,
the marine ecosystem, conservation and pollution. Based on a proven and successful course structure.

Environmental Engineering Science
This text presents a balanced treatment of environmental engineering by combining engineering concepts with the
importance of environmental ethics. This third edition highlights sustainable development and emphasizes the need for
engineers to become even more environmentally responsible during this time of increasing awareness of environmental
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concerns. The authors challenge students with problems that require not only a technical solution but a thorough
consideration of its ethical ramifications. The text also provides comprehensive exposure to all types of environmental
problems, including ecosystem dynamics, wastewater treatment, and air pollution control. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Political Ecology
This text presents a balanced treatment of environmental engineering by combining engineering concepts with the
importance of environmental ethics. This third edition highlights sustainable development and emphasizes the need for
engineers to become even more environmentally responsible during this time of increasing awareness of environmental
concerns. The authors challenge students with problems that require not only a technical solution but a thorough
consideration of its ethical ramifications. The text also provides comprehensive exposure to all types of environmental
problems, including ecosystem dynamics, wastewater treatment, and air pollution control. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Introduction to Environmental Forensics
This comprehensive new edition tackles the multiple aspects of environmental engineering, from solid waste disposal to air
and noise pollution. It places a much-needed emphasis on fundamental concepts, definitions, and problem-solving while
providing updated problems and discussion questions in each chapter. Introduction to Environmental Engineering also
includes a discussion of environmental legislation along with environmental ethics case studies and problems to present the
legal framework that governs environmental engineering design.

Thermal Environmental Engineering
The Holocene provides students, researchers and lay-readers with the remarkable story of how the natural world has been
transformed since the end of the last Ice Age around 15,000 years ago. This period has witnessed a shift from
environmental changes determined by natural forces to those dominated by human actions, including those of climate and
greenhouse gases. Understanding the environmental changes - both natural and anthropogenic - that have occurred during
the Holocene is of crucial importance if we are to achieve a sustainable environmental future. Revised and updated to take
full account of the most recent advances, the third edition of this classic text includes substantial material on the scientific
methods that are used to reconstruct and date past environments, as well as new concepts such as the Anthropocene. The
book is fully-illustrated, global in coverage, and contains case studies, a glossary and more than 500 new references.
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Environmental Hydrology, Second Edition
Thermal Environmental Engineering
The third edition of Chemical Fate and Transport in the Environment—winner of a 2015 Textbook Excellence Award (Texty)
from The Text and Academic Authors Association—explains the fundamental principles of mass transport, chemical
partitioning, and chemical/biological transformations in surface waters, in soil and groundwater, and in air. Each of these
three major environmental media is introduced by descriptive overviews, followed by a presentation of the controlling
physical, chemical, and biological processes. The text emphasizes intuitively based mathematical models for chemical
transport and transformations in the environment, and serves both as a textbook for senior undergraduate and graduate
courses in environmental science and engineering, and as a standard reference for environmental practitioners. Winner of a
2015 Texty Award from the Text and Academic Authors Association Includes many worked examples as well as extensive
exercises at the end of each chapter Illustrates the interconnections and similarities among environmental media through
its coverage of surface waters, the subsurface, and the atmosphere Written and organized concisely to map to a singlesemester course Discusses and builds upon fundamental concepts, ensuring that the material is accessible to readers who
do not have an extensive background in environmental science

The Holocene
An Indispensable Reference of Air, Soil, and Water Pollutants This second edition of Environmental Toxicology focuses on
the biological and health effects toxins have on living organisms. It also stresses the relationship between human activity
and the environment, relating changes in the environment with the changing patterns of human d

Environmental Toxicology
The technological advances of recent years include the emergence of new remote sensing and geographic information
systems that are invaluable for the study of wetlands, agricultural land, and land use change. Students, hydrologists, and
environmental engineers are searching for a comprehensive hydrogeologic overview that supplements information on
hydrologic processes with data on these new information technology tools. Environmental Hydrology, Second Edition builds
upon the foundation of the bestselling first edition by providing a qualitative understanding of hydrologic processes while
introducing new methods for quantifying hydrologic parameters and processes. Written by authors with extensive
multidisciplinary experience, the text first discusses the components of the hydrologic cycle, then follows with chapters on
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precipitation, stream processes, human impacts, new information system applications, and numerous other methods and
strategies. By updating this thorough text with the newest analytical tools and measurement methodologies in the field, the
authors provide an ideal reference for students and professionals in environmental science, hydrology, soil science,
geology, ecological engineering, and countless other environmental fields.

Environmental Health
Environmental Science for a Changing World captivates students with real-world stories while exploring the science
concepts in context. Engaging stories plus vivid photos and infographics make the content relevant and visually enticing.
The result is a text that emphasizes environmental, scientific, and information literacies in a way that engages students.

Water Resources Engineering
A solid, quantitative, practical introduction to a wide rangeof renewable energy systems—in a completely updated,
newedition The second edition of Renewable and Efficient Electric PowerSystems provides a solid, quantitative, practical
introductionto a wide range of renewable energy systems. For each topic,essential theoretical background is introduced,
practicalengineering considerations associated with designing systems andpredicting their performance are provided, and
methods forevaluating the economics of these systems are presented. While thebook focuses on the fastest growing, most
promising wind and solartechnologies, new material on tidal and wave power, small-scalehydroelectric power, geothermal
and biomass systems is introduced.Both supply-side and demand-side technologies are blended in thefinal chapter, which
introduces the emerging smart grid. As thefraction of our power generated by renewable resources increases,the role of
demand-side management in helping maintain grid balanceis explored. Renewable energy systems have become
mainstream technologies andare now, literally, big business. Throughout this edition, moredepth has been provided on the
financial analysis of large-scaleconventional and renewable energy projects. While grid-connectedsystems dominate the
market today, off-grid systems are beginningto have a significant impact on emerging economies whereelectricity is a
scarce commodity. Considerable attention is paidto the economics of all of these systems. This edition has been completely
rewritten, updated, andreorganized. New material has been presented both in the form ofnew topics as well as in greater
depth in some areas. The sectionon the fundamentals of electric power has been enhanced, makingthis edition a much
better bridge to the more advanced courses inpower that are returning to many electrical engineering programs.This
includes an introduction to phasor notation, more emphasis onreactive power as well as real power, more on power
converter andinverter electronics, and more material on generator technologies.Realizing that many students, as well as
professionals, in thisincreasingly important field may have modest electrical engineeringbackgrounds, early chapters
develop the skills and knowledgenecessary to understand these important topics without the need forsupplementary
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materials. With numerous completely worked examples throughout, the bookhas been designed to encourage selfinstruction. The book includesworked examples for virtually every topic that lends itself toquantitative analysis. Each
chapter ends with a problem set thatprovides additional practice. This is an essential resource for amixed audience of
engineering and other technology-focusedindividuals.

Intro To Env Engg (Sie), 4E
Hydraulics has a reputation for being a complex, even intimidating, discipline. Put simply, hydraulics is the study of how
water and similar fluids behave and can be harnessed for practical use. It is one of the fundamental scientific and
engineering subjects and many professions demand a working knowledge of its basic concepts, yet most hydraulics
textbooks are aimed at readers with a strong engineering or mathematical background. Practical Hydraulics approaches the
subject from basic principles and demonstrates how these are applied in practice. It is clearly written and includes many
illustrations and examples. It will appeal to a wide range of professionals and students needing an introduction to the
subject, from farmers irrigating crops to fire crews putting out fires with high-pressure water hoses. However hydraulics is
not just about water. Many other fluids behave in the same way and so affect a wide range of people from doctors, needing
to know how blood flows in veins, to car designers, wanting to save fuel by reducing drag.

Renewable and Efficient Electric Power Systems
Environmental and Pollution Science
In Introduction to Environmental Engineering, First Edition, authors Richard Mines and Laura Lackey explain complicated
environmental systems in easy-to-understand terms, providing numerous examples and an emphasis on current
environmental issues such as global warming, the failing infrastructure within the United States, risk assessment, and
hazardous waste remediation. KEY TOPICS: Environmental Engineering as a Profession; Introduction to Environmental
Engineering Calculations: Dimensions, Units, and Conversions; Essential Chemical Concepts; Biological and Ecological
Concepts; Risk Assessment; Design and Modeling of Environmental Systems; Sustainability and Green Development; Water
Quality and Pollution; Water Treatment; Domestic Wastewater Treatment; Air Pollution; Fundamentals of Hazardous Waste
Site Remediation; Introduction to Solid Waste Management. MARKET: Appropriate for engineers interested in a
comprehensive and up-to-date introduction to environmental engineering.

An Introduction to Marine Ecology
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Water has become one of the most important issues of our time. Career prospects for those working in water and
wastewater engineering are expanding, with over 90,000 workers in the water environment industry, and technological
developments are rapidly advancing our understanding in this area. This accessible student textbook introduces the reader
to the key concepts of water technology by explaining the fundamentals of hydrobiology, aquatic ecosystems, water
treatment and supply and wastewater treatment. The Water Framework Directive is the driving force in European water
management and protection, and Nick Gray uses this as the unifying theme in this new edition. This text provides a
complete introduction to all aspects of managing the hydrological cycle and is ideal for those interested in a career in the
water industry. For Masters students in environmental science, engineering and construction courses and those taking the
CIWEM diploma, Water Technology is an essential resource they will find useful in their professional careers.

Introduction to Coastal Engineering and Management
Politics and the Environment has established itself as the most comprehensive textbook in this area. This new edition has
been completely revised and updated while retaining the features and theory-to-practice focus which made the first edition
so successful. The book is designed to introduce students to the key concepts and issues vital to the understanding of
environmental problems and their political solutions. The authors investigate the people, movements and organizations
involved in the shaping of environmental policy and the barriers hindering the development and introduction of successful
solutions to environmental problems. This new edition has been expanded to include: a reorganized structure divided into
three thematic sections a wide range of case studies from around the world at the end of each chapter more boxed
examples and concepts further detail on ecological modernization an extended further reading list including useful
websites.

Environmental Organic Chemistry
Introduction to Infrastructure: An Introduction to Civil and Environmental Engineering breaks new ground in preparing civil
and environmental engineers to meet the challenges of the 21st century. The authors use the infrastructure that is all
around us to introduce students to civil and environmental engineering, demonstrating how all the parts of civil and
environmental engineering are interrelated to help students see the "big picture" in the first or second year of the
curriculum. Students learn not only the what of the infrastructure, but also the how and the why of the infrastructure.
Readers learn the infrastructure is a system of interrelated physical components, and how those components affect, and
are affected by, society, politics, economics, and the environment. Studying infrastructure allows educators and students to
develop a valuable link between fundamental knowledge and the ability to apply that knowledge, so students may translate
their knowledge to new contexts. The authors' implementation of modern learning pedagogy (learning objectives, concrete
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examples and cases, and hundreds of photos and illustrations), and chapters that map well to the ABET accreditation
requirements AND the ASCE Civil Engineering Body of Knowledge 2nd edition (with recommendations for using this text in a
1, 2, or 3 hour course) make this text a key part of any civil and/or environmental engineering curriculum.

Engineering Challenges for Sustainable Future
As aquaculture continues to grow at a rapid pace, understanding theengineering behind aquatic production facilities is of
increasingimportance for all those working in the industry. Aquacultureengineering requires knowledge of the many general
aspects ofengineering such as material technology, building design andconstruction, mechanical engineering, and
environmentalengineering. In this comprehensive book now in its secondedition, author Odd-Ivar Lekang introduces these
principles anddemonstrates how such technical knowledge can be applied toaquaculture systems. Review of the first
edition: 'Fish farmers and other personnel involved in the aquacultureindustry, suppliers to the fish farming business and
designers andmanufacturers will find this book an invaluable resource. The bookwill be an important addition to the shelves
of all libraries inuniversities and research institutions where aquaculture,agriculture and environmental sciences are studied
andtaught.' Aquaculture Europe 'A useful book that, hopefully, will inspire successors thatfocus more on warm water
aquaculture and on large-scale mariculturesuch as tuna farming.' Cision

Proceedings of CEE 2019
Environmental Organic Chemistry focuses on environmental factors that govern the processes that determine the fate of
organic chemicals in natural and engineered systems. The information discovered is then applied to quantitatively
assessing the environmental behaviour of organic chemicals. Now in its 2nd edition this book takes a more holistic view on
physical-chemical properties of organic compounds. It includes new topics that address aspects of gas/solid partitioning,
bioaccumulation, and transformations in the atmosphere. Structures chapters into basic and sophisticated sections
Contains illustrative examples, problems and case studies Examines the fundamental aspects of organic, physical and
inorganic chemistry - applied to environmentally relevant problems Addresses problems and case studies in one volume

Introduction to Nuclear Science
Aperpetual bestseller, this third edition remains the obvious choice for those instructors who strive to make their teaching
applicable to contemporary issues. The three authors, all teaching professors distinguished in soil science, have updated
this student favorite to include a greater number of even more relevant topics. Responding to requests, they have also
placed an increased emphasis on management issues. As with previous editions, the third edition offers students in soil or
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environmental science an overview of soil science, hydrology, atmospheric chemistry, and pollutant classification. The text
moves from the theoretical to the practical with an abundance of contemporary examples, such as an exploration of
allowable pesticide concentrations in drinking water and an inquiry into soil contamination from the trace elements in
organic by-products. Also considered are the use of soil carbon sequestration as a remedy for global climate change, and
the effects of acid precipitation on forestation. NEW TO THE THIRD EDITION: · New chapters on nutrient management
planning, and the environmental testing of soil, plants, water, and air · Additional and revised case studies that continue to
relate academic content to real-life situations, while inspiring students with real –life challenges to solve · Eight-page color
inset · Direct encouragement and links to fully access the Internet as a resource for the most up-to-date findings Always
Relevant, Always Interesting The text also covers environmentally-related current events, fostering discussion of the
political, economic, and regulatory aspects of environmental issues, the human side of environmental problems, the use
and misuse of the scientific method, and potential bias in the presentation of facts. Students in soil science, environmental
science, chemistry, biology, geology, and other disciplines will gain valuable insight from this multifaceted text.

Introduction to Environmental Engineering
Appropriate for undergraduate engineering and science courses in Environmental Engineering. Balanced coverage of all the
major categories of environmental pollution, with coverage of current topics such as climate change and ozone depletion,
risk assessment, indoor air quality, source-reduction and recycling, and groundwater contamination.

Introduction to Environmental Engineering
Dr. Cooper’s 35 years of university experience and his award-winning teaching style are evident in this highly readable,
authoritative introduction to environmental engineering. Appropriate for all branches of engineering, this text presents
fundamental knowledge in a logical, up-to-date manner, incorporating abundant examples with step-by-step solutions to
illustrate key concepts. Central to Cooper’s treatment is the use of material and energy balances to solve specific
environmental engineering problems and to instill a problem-solving mind-set that will benefit readers throughout their
careers. Introduction to Environmental Engineering offers an overview of the profession and reviews the math and science
essential to environmental engineering practice. The comprehensive coverage includes water resources, drinking water
treatment, wastewater treatment, air pollution control, solid and hazardous wastes, energy resources, risk assessment,
indoor air quality, and noise pollution. Featuring more than 80 graphics, real-world examples, and extensive end-of-chapter
problems (with selected answers), this volume is an outstanding choice for a first course in environmental engineering.

Aquaculture Engineering
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This book gathers the latest advances, innovations, and applications in the field of effective methods of calculation,
resource-saving technologies and advanced materials in civil and environmental engineering, as presented by leading
international researchers and engineers at the XVII International Scientific Conference Current Issues of Civil and
Environmental Engineering “Lviv- Košice – Rzeszów”, held in Lviv, Ukraine on September 11-13, 2019. It covers highly
diverse topics, including structural shaping and optimization; aspects of structural behavior and modeling; advanced
analysis methods; experimental tests and numerical simulations; design codes, in particular Eurocodes and other national
and regional limit state codes; and highway and bridges engineering. It also discusses modern architectural and structural
solutions; innovative materials and products; durability and maintenance; fabrication and erection; sustainability in
construction; renewable energy sources; heat, gas and water supply; ventilation and air-conditioning; ecological and energysaving technologies, modern water-purification and treatment technologies; and the protection of water ecosystems. The
contributions, which were selected by means of a rigorous international peer-review process, highlight numerous exciting
ideas that will spur novel research directions and foster multidisciplinary collaborations.

Introduction to Environmental Engineering
Environmental and Pollution Science, Third Edition, continues its tradition on providing readers with the scientific basis to
understand, manage, mitigate, and prevent pollution across the environment, be it air, land, or water. Pollution originates
from a wide variety of sources, both natural and man-made, and occurs in a wide variety of forms including, biological,
chemical, particulate or even energy, making a multivariate approach to assessment and mitigation essential for success.
This third edition has been updated and revised to include topics that are critical to addressing pollution issues, from humanhealth impacts to environmental justice to developing sustainable solutions. Environmental and Pollution Science, Third
Edition is designed to give readers the tools to be able to understand and implement multi-disciplinary approaches to help
solve current and future environmental pollution problems. Emphasizes conceptual understanding of environmental
systems and can be used by students and professionals from a diversity of backgrounds focusing on the environment
Covers many aspects critical to assessing and managing environmental pollution including characterization, risk
assessment, regulation, transport and fate, and remediation or restoration New topics to this edition include Ecosystems
and Ecosystem Services, Pollution in the Global System, Human Health Impacts, the interrelation between Soil and Human
Health, Environmental Justice and Community Engagement, and Sustainability and Sustainable Solutions Includes color
photos and diagrams, chapter questions and problems, and highlighted key words

Introduction to Environmental Engineering
An abridged, student-oriented edition of Hillel's earlier published Environmental Soil Physics, Introduction to Environmental
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Soil Physics is a more succinct elucidation of the physical principles and processes governing the behavior of soil and the
vital role it plays in both natural and managed ecosystems. The textbook is self-contained and self-explanatory, with
numerous illustrations and sample problems. Based on sound fundamental theory, the textbook leads to a practical
consideration of soil as a living system in nature and illustrates the influences of human activity upon soil structure and
function. Students, as well as other readers, will better understand the importance of soils and the pivotal possition they
occupy with respect to careful and knowledgeable conservation. Written in an engaging and clear style, posing and
resolving issues relevant to the terrestrial environment Explores the gamut of the interactions among the phases in the soil
and the dynamic interconnection of the soil with the subterranean and atmospheric domains Reveals the salient ideas,
approaches, and methods of environmental soil physics Includes numerous illustrative exercises, which are explicitly solved
Designed to serve for classroom and laboratory instruction, for self-study, and for reference Oriented toward practical
problems in ecology, field-scale hydrology, agronomy, and civil engineering Differs from earlier texts in its wider scope and
holistic environmental conception

Introduction to Environmental Engineering and Science: Pearson New International Edition
Resolving a conflict is based on the art of helping people, with disparate points of view, find enough common ground to
ease their fears, sheath their weapons, and listen to one another for their common good, which ultimately translates into
social-environmental sustainability for all generations. Written in a clear, concise style, Resolving Environmental Conflicts:
Principles and Concepts, Third Edition is a valuable, solution-oriented contribution that explains environmental conflict
management. This book provides an overview of environmental conflicts, collaborative skills, and universal principles to
assist in re-thinking and acting toward the common good, integrates a variety of new real-world conflicts as a foundation for
building trust, skills, consensus, and capacity, and explains pathways to collectively construct a relationship-centric future,
fostering healthier interactions with one another and the planet. The new edition illustrates how to successfully mediate
actual environmental disputes and how to teach conflict resolution at any level for a wide variety of social-environmental
situations. It adds a new chapter on water conflicts and resolutions, providing avenues to healthy, sustainable, and effective
outcomes and provides new examples of conflicts caused by climate change with discussion questions for clear
understanding. Land-use planners, urban planners, field biologists, and leaders and participants in collaborative
environmental projects and initiatives will find this book to be an invaluable resource. University students in related courses
will also benefit, as will anyone interested in achieving greater social-environmental sustainability and a more responsible
use of our common natural resources for themselves and their children.

Water Technology
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Introduction to Computational Chemistry, Second Edition provides a comprehensive account of the fundamental principles
underlying different methods, ranging from classical to the sophisticated. Although comprehensive in its coverage, this
textbook focuses on calculating molecular structures and (relative) energies and less on molecular properties or dynamical
aspects. No prior knowledge of concepts specific to computational chemistry are assumed, but the reader will need some
understanding of introductory quantum mechanics, linear algebra, and vector, differential and integral calculus.

Introduction to Infrastructure: An Introduction to Civil and Environmental Engineering
This new edition of The Science of Environmental Pollution presents common-sense approaches and practical examples
based on scientific principles, models, and observations, but keeps the text lively and understandable for scientists and nonscientists alike. It addresses the important questions regarding environmental pollution: What is it? What is its impact?
What are the causes and how can we mitigate them? But more than this, it stimulates new ways to think about the issues
and their possible solutions. This third edition has been updated throughout, and contains new information on endocrine
disruptors in drinking water, contaminated sediments in surface waters, hydraulic fracturing wastewater, and more. Also, it
will include new case studies, examples, and study questions. Environmental issues continue to attract attention at all
levels. Some sources say that pollution is the direct cause of climate change; others deny that the possibility even exists.
This text sorts through the hyperbole, providing concepts and guidelines that not only aid in understanding the issues, but
equip readers with the scientific rationale required to make informed decisions.

Soils and Environmental Quality
Principles of Environmental Engineeringis intended for a course in introductory environmental engineering for sophomoreor junior-level students. This text provides a background in fundamental science and engineering principles of
environmental engineering for students who may or may not become environmental engineers. Principles places more
emphasis on scientific principles, ethics, and safety, and focuses less on engineering design. The text exposes students to a
broad range of environmental topicsËincluding risk management, water quality an treatment, air pollution, hazardous
waste, solid waste, and ionizing radiation as well as discussion of relevant regulations and practices. The book also uses
mass and energy balance as a tool for understanding environmental processes and solving environmental engineering
problems. This new edition includes an optional chapter on Biology as well as a thorough updating of environmental
standards and a discussion of how those standards are created.

Practical Hydraulics
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This book is intended to be a text for undergraduate students of coastal engineering. It also serves as a reference for
graduate students building on a basic foundation in coastal engineering. Finally, it makes an excellent guide for people in
related disciplines. Coastal managers may use the book to cover the more theoretical and engineering-related aspects of
their trade. Its subject matter is of interest to geographers, planners and coastal scientists alike.

Environmental Engineering
Specific topics include refrigeration cycles and systems, psychrometric principles, processes and applications, solar
radiation, heating and cooling loads in buildings, human thermal comfort, indoor air quality, and the design of duct and
hydronic piping systems.

Chemical Fate and Transport in the Environment
The latest edition of the classic book grounded in the fundamentals. It introduces heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
starting with basic principles of engineering leading to the latest HVAC design practice. Its engineering approach
emphasizes fundamentals and realistic applications. Acknowledging numerous approaches to all engineering problems, the
book presents alternate approaches and describes why some approaches work best in specific applications and what
compromises are made using each of them. Provides carefully worked examples with step-by-step solutions listing
assumptions, reference equations, and supporting material. Incorporates a careful use of easy-to-follow units and
conversion factors providing basic mass and energy balances. The third edition of Thermal Environmental Engineering has
been updated to reflect current approaches as well as new chapters on energy estimation, air handling system design, and
piping system design. Discusses new replacement refrigerants as well as environmental issues. Presents single and multiple
zone psychronetric systems; moisture transport in building structures; and the latest topics on indoor air quality and human
comfort. An essential reference book for professional mechanical engineers.

Introduction to Environmental Soil Physics
Environmental Engineering: Fundamentals, Sustainability, Design presents civil engineers with an introduction to chemistry
and biology, through a mass and energy balance approach. ABET required topics of emerging importance, such as
sustainable and global engineering are also covered. Problems, similar to those on the FE and PE exams, are integrated at
the end of each chapter. Aligned with the National Academy of Engineering’s focus on managing carbon and nitrogen, the
2nd edition now includes a section on advanced technologies to more effectively reclaim nitrogen and phosphorous.
Additionally, readers have immediate access to web modules, which address a specific topic, such as water and wastewater
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treatment. These modules include media rich content such as animations, audio, video and interactive problem solving, as
well as links to explorations. Civil engineers will gain a global perspective, developing into innovative leaders in sustainable
development.

Introduction to Computational Chemistry
The third edition of Introduction to Environmental Forensics is a state-of-the-art reference for the practicing environmental
forensics consultant, regulator, student, academic, and scientist, with topics including compound-specific isotope analysis
(CSIA), advanced multivariate statistical techniques, surrogate approaches for contaminant source identification and age
dating, dendroecology, hydrofracking, releases from underground storage tanks and piping, and contaminant-transport
modeling for forensic applications. Recognized international forensic scientists were selected to author chapters in their
specific areas of expertise and case studies are included to illustrate the application of these methods in actual
environmental forensic investigations. This edition provides updates on advances in various techniques and introduces
several new topics. Provides a comprehensive review of all aspects of environmental forensics Coverage ranges from
emerging statistical methods to state-of-the-art analytical techniques, such as gas chromatography-combustion-isotope
ratio mass spectrometry and polytopic vector analysis Numerous examples and case studies are provided to illustrate the
application of these forensic techniques in environmental investigations
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